This study aims to investigate the effect of loading factors on damage accumulation under variable amplitude vibration (VAV). Vibration fatigue experiments are conducted under both constant amplitude vibration (CAV) and VAV loading cases. The effects of loading sequence, loading amplitude, stress difference, and cyclic ratio on damage accumulation are analyzed. It is found the damage accumulation rate is strongly affected by the loading sequence: the fatigue lives can be ranked in descending order as the one-way low-high loading, the constant loading, and the one-way high-low loading. The effect of stress difference on damage accumulation is not significant, while the damage accumulation varies a lot according to the cyclic ratio of the two-level loading blocks and the fatigue life could be extended by increasing the lower loading cycles. Comparing with linear and double linear damage rules, models based on nonlinear damage rules have apparent advantages in predicting accuracy in VAV conditions, in which the nonlinear continuous damage model has the best compromise between availability and precision.
Introduction
Vibration fatigue under variable amplitude loading is one of the common failure modes of engine structures [1, 2] . It has been validated that the fatigue damage is influenced by loading factors, e.g., loading sequence, loading amplitude, load difference, and cyclic ratio. Jeelani [3] investigated the high cycle fatigue and damage accumulation of Ti-6Al-4V bars under multi-level tension-compression loads. Dattoma [4] measured the S-N curve of 30NiCrMoV12 steel under symmetrical, two-level, and multi-level loading conditions. Aid [5] conducted a series of variable loading experiments of 6082 T6 Aluminum alloy including four blocks loading and random loading conditions. Pereira [6] carried out multi-level loading tests with different sequences (high-low and low-high) and a constant loading test using P355NL steel under various cyclic ratios. However, a common feature of the above studies is that the loading sequences used are either in ascending order (e.g., low-high loading) or in descending order (e.g., high-low loading). Thus similar results are obtained that the damage accumulation is less than 1 under the low-high loading case and is more than 1 under the high-low loading case.
For the random loading case, Mall [7] [8] [9] found that not only the fatigue life but also the fatigue limit decrease comparing with those under the constant amplitude vibration (CAV). Casiati et al. [10] found that the maximum transformation strain of the Cu-Al-Be alloy decreases during the multi-level loading cases. Mutoh [11] also proved that the fatigue limit of a spring steel under random loading spectrum reduces by 5% than that of CAV. Dungey [12] found that the application of combined cycle fatigue is detrimental to fatigue life under conditions of large vibrational amplitudes. Under variable amplitude vibration (VAV), Kinyon and Hoeppner [13] concluded that Miner rule is insufficient to predict failure lives of Ti-6Al-4V with multiple load levels. Zhu et al. [14] proposed a new damage accumulation model based on Miner rule to consider the coupled damage due to HCF-LCF interaction by introducing four load parameters, and results show that the proposed model provides good predictions. Mlikota et al. [15] proposed a micro-model containing the microstructure of carbon steel to simulate the crack growth process, which shows an acceleration effect on short-crack growth rate due to overload. Yuan et al. [16] developed a two-fold nonlinear grain-based fatigue damage model for VAV by combining short fatigue crack model and grain-based Miner rule.
In VAV loading cases, the difference between the consecutive load levels can cause considerable influence on the damage accumulation. Salvati et al. [17] studied the fatigue crack acceleration due to a single compressive underload through residual stress mapping and crack closure analysis. It is found the main contributions to crack acceleration are the crack tip blunting, crack closure, and the crack tip residual stress variation. Li et al. [18] modelled a volume of 304 L steel to study VAV effects on cyclic plasticity and microcrack initiation. It is found that overload effects on cyclic plasticity and microcrack initiation are significant and the local stress and maximum shear strain amplitudes are useful in predicting crack initiation. It is clear from the above analyses that the variable loading condition can affect the damage accumulation in different ways. However, it would be more appropriate to study the correlated effect of multiple loading factors on the fatigue damage comprehensively.
To study the correlated effect of loading factors on damage accumulation, vibration fatigue tests under CAV and VAV are conducted. The S-N curve of Ti-6Al-4V is obtained for the resonance vibration fatigue. Then the damage accumulation under VAV is investigated including three loading cases: the high-low loading, the low-high loading, and the repeated block loading. The effects of loading factors, such as the loading sequence, the stress difference and the cyclic ratio on damage accumulation are analyzed. Different damage accumulation models are adopted and compared in the fatigue life prediction under various loading cases.
Experiments
The specimen is made of Ti-6Al-4V with ultimate strength of 1005 MPa, yield strength of 910 MPa, Young's modulus of 114 GPa, Poisson's ratio of 0.34, and density of 4420 kg/m 3 . As shown in Figure 1 , the beam specimen used is 120 mm × 20 mm × 1.5 mm. The minimum width in the center is 10 mm and both lateral faces of the arcs are polished by sandpaper (number 240, 600, 1000, and 2000, successively).
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The specimen is made of Ti-6Al-4V with ultimate strength of 1005 MPa, yield strength of 910 MPa, Young's modulus of 114 GPa, Poisson's ratio of 0.34, and density of 4420 kg/m 3 . As shown in Figure 1 , the beam specimen used is 120 mm × 20 mm × 1.5 mm. The minimum width in the center is 10 mm and both lateral faces of the arcs are polished by sandpaper (number 240, 600, 1000, and 2000, successively). The configurations of the vibration fatigue test are shown in Figure 2 . In the test, the specimen is fixed on the right edge to the vibrating rig through two bolts. A sinusoidal waveform with the first order natural frequency of the specimen is applied, which is automatically searched by the vibration control system (STI Inc., Suzhou, China). The test stops when the first order natural frequency reduces by 1%. The vibration amplitude is measured and recorded through an accelerometer (PCB Group Inc., Depew, NY, USA) on the specimen tip, and the stress is calculated accordingly. The tests are conducted under room temperature and atmosphere. The configurations of the vibration fatigue test are shown in Figure 2 . In the test, the specimen is fixed on the right edge to the vibrating rig through two bolts. A sinusoidal waveform with the first order natural frequency of the specimen is applied, which is automatically searched by the vibration control system (STI Inc., Suzhou, China). The test stops when the first order natural frequency reduces by 1%. The vibration amplitude is measured and recorded through an accelerometer (PCB Group Inc., Depew, NY, USA) on the specimen tip, and the stress is calculated accordingly. The tests are conducted under room temperature and atmosphere. The vibration fatigue test consists of three parts: (1) CAV, (2) one-way two-level loading, and (3) two-level repeated block loading. The CAV test is used to obtain the S-N curve, the one-way twolevel loading is to analyze the effect of loading sequence on the damage accumulation, and the twolevel block repeated loading is for investigating the damage accumulations under various loading differences and cyclic ratios. The loading profiles used in the vibration fatigue tests are shown in Figure 3 . The details of the experiment are given as below:
1. In the CAV test, the maximum stress and the stress amplitude are constant (see Figure 3a) , and the maximum stress is within the range of 420-570 MPa. 2. The two-block loading test consists of the high-low (H-L) and the low-high (L-H) cases ( Figure  3b ,c). Three stress levels are used including 517 MPa, 595 MPa, and 647 MPa. The specimen is firstly loaded at one stress level for certain cycles and then loaded at another stress level until failure. 3. The loading spectra of the two-level block loading test (Figure 3d The vibration fatigue test consists of three parts: (1) CAV, (2) one-way two-level loading, and (3) two-level repeated block loading. The CAV test is used to obtain the S-N curve, the one-way two-level loading is to analyze the effect of loading sequence on the damage accumulation, and the two-level block repeated loading is for investigating the damage accumulations under various loading differences and cyclic ratios. The loading profiles used in the vibration fatigue tests are shown in Figure 3 . The details of the experiment are given as below:
1.
In the CAV test, the maximum stress and the stress amplitude are constant (see Figure 3a) , and the maximum stress is within the range of 420-570 MPa.
2.
The two-block loading test consists of the high-low (H-L) and the low-high (L-H) cases (Figure 3b ,c). Three stress levels are used including 517 MPa, 595 MPa, and 647 MPa. The specimen is firstly loaded at one stress level for certain cycles and then loaded at another stress level until failure.
3.
The loading spectra of the two-level block loading test ( Figure 3d ) are composed of several loading blocks with different stress levels. The loading level within each block is the same, but the difference between loading levels and the cyclic ratio between blocks are variable. Therefore, two sorts of two-level block loading tests are studied: (a) variable loading difference of 23 and 153 MPa with the constant cyclic ratio of 1. and (b) variable cyclic ratio from 0.2 to 20 at the constant load difference of 59 MPa. 
Damage Models
The linear damage rule (LDR) [19] assumes that the relationship between the fatigue damage and the loading cycle is linear. The damage per loading cycle is considered independent from loading parameters and the failure occurs when the accumulative damage reaches 1. Because the effects of material deterioration and loading sequence on the damage accumulation are not considered, the critical damage value, DCR, always deviates from 1 under a multi-level loading condition. To overcome the above limits, a nonlinear damage rule (NLDR) [20] was proposed considering the correlation of damage and loading parameter:
where xi is an exponent related to the ith cycle load. To utilize the equation, however, the exponent needs to be recalculated for different loading conditions. If the damages of a structure under two different stress σ1 and σ2 are identical (D1 = D2), then:
where n1 and N1 are the loading cycle and the fatigue life when the damage is D1 under the stress level of σ1, n2′ and N2 are the loading cycle and the fatigue life when the damage is D2 under the stress level of σ2, and n2 is the remaining life under the stress level of σ2. Then Equation (2) can be transformed into:
For a two-level loading, the x1/x2 can be fitted as a whole using the experimental data instead of fitting x1 and x2 individually [21] . Based on material tests, Manson and Halford [22] gave a relationship between the loading cycle and the fatigue life under the two-level loading condition as follows: 
The linear damage rule (LDR) [19] assumes that the relationship between the fatigue damage and the loading cycle is linear. The damage per loading cycle is considered independent from loading parameters and the failure occurs when the accumulative damage reaches 1. Because the effects of material deterioration and loading sequence on the damage accumulation are not considered, the critical damage value, D CR , always deviates from 1 under a multi-level loading condition. To overcome the above limits, a nonlinear damage rule (NLDR) [20] was proposed considering the correlation of damage and loading parameter:
where x i is an exponent related to the ith cycle load. To utilize the equation, however, the exponent needs to be recalculated for different loading conditions. If the damages of a structure under two different stress σ 1 and σ 2 are identical (D 1 = D 2 ), then:
where n 1 and N 1 are the loading cycle and the fatigue life when the damage is D 1 under the stress level of σ 1 , n 2 and N 2 are the loading cycle and the fatigue life when the damage is D 2 under the stress level of σ 2 , and n 2 is the remaining life under the stress level of σ 2 . Then Equation (2) can be transformed into:
For a two-level loading, the x 1 /x 2 can be fitted as a whole using the experimental data instead of fitting x 1 and x 2 individually [21] . Based on material tests, Manson and Halford [22] gave a relationship between the loading cycle and the fatigue life under the two-level loading condition as follows: On the basis of Equations (3) and (4), the damage curve approach (DCA) [22] can be wrote in the following form:
Further simplifying Equation (5), the double linear damage rule (DLDR) was proposed, in which the overall fatigue process is divided into two separate stages-the crack initiation and the crack propagation-and each stage follows the respective linear damage rules. Using DLDR, a transition point (or a knee-point) requires attention and the corresponding slope was given as 0.25 [22] :
Low-high :
Continuum damage mechanics approach can be adopted into the deteriorating mechanical behavior using a continuum scale [23] to describe the continuity of damage accumulation. Based on the strain equivalence hypothesis, a differential equation [24] is proposed to evaluate the nonlinear damage accumulation, in which the variables can be either stress/strain or other causes of damage. The nonlinear continuous damage (NLCD) model can be described as follows:
where β, M 0 and b are material properties, σ m = σ max (1 + R)/2 is the mean stress, σ max is the peak stress, R is the stress ratio, σ a is the stress amplitude, and α is a parameter correlated to the load. The expression of α is given as
where <x> = 0 when x ≤ 0 and <x> = x when x > 0, σ −1 is the fatigue limit, σ u is the ultimate tensile strength, and H and h are factors that can be obtained by test.
As shown in Equation (8), the fatigue life N is a differential equation of the damage D, and the whole fatigue life of a structure can be regarded as a damage accumulation process from D = 0 to D = 1, where D = 0 means the structure is brand new and D = 1 means the structure is fractured. On this basis, the fatigue life can be obtained by integrating D from 0 to 1 and the final fatigue life under CAV can be obtained as:
In the case of VAV, Equation (8) can be transformed into:
For the two-level loading:
For the multi-level loading:
Metals
where Y is an auxiliary variable and the failure occurs when Y is 1.
Results and Discussion

Constant Amplitude Loading Test
The results of the CAV tests and the S-N curve of the Ti-6Al-4V are given in Table 1 and Figure 4 , respectively. The fatigue limit of the Ti-6Al-4V (10 7 cycles) is 440 MPa. Figure 4 . It can be seen that these two models have the same predictions in the middle stress region of 500-650 MPa. Under a relative high stress level (σmax > 650 MPa), the Basquin model gives a shorter fatigue life than the NLCD, but the relative errors of the two models from the experimental data are similar. In the low stress range under 500 MPa, the NLCD shows a competitive Figure 4 . It can be seen that these two models have the same predictions in the middle stress region of 500-650 MPa. Under a relative high stress level (σ max > 650 MPa), the Basquin model gives a shorter fatigue life than the NLCD, but the relative errors of the two models from the experimental data are similar. In the low stress range under 500 MPa, the NLCD shows a competitive performance in particular when the load is close to the fatigue limit. Near the fatigue limit, the prediction of the Basquin model show a knee point while that of the NLCD model is very smooth and much closer to the experimental data.
High-Low and Low-High Block Loading Test Results
Three loading levels (517 MPa, 595 MPa, and 647 MPa) are combined in the one-way two-level loading case. The corresponding CAV fatigue lives are 1.44 × 10 5 cycles (517 MPa), 6.45 × 10 4 cycles (595 MPa), and 3.72 × 10 4 cycles (647 MPa), which are used to determine the cycle fractions per loading block. The cycle number of the first loading block varies from 0.17 to 0.80 times of the CAV fatigue life under the same load. The detailed loading information and the experimental results are listed in Table 2 . The fatigue lives under the one-way two-level loading conditions are compared with the CAV results ( Figure 5 ). The equivalent stress is calculated according to the cycle fraction of the two blocks [6] . Under a specific stress level the two-level data follows a pattern: taking the CAV results as reference, the data from the H-L case concentrates on the left side and that from the L-H case locates on the right side. In other words, at a given stress level the fatigue life under the L-H loading is always the longest, and the H-L loading sequence leads to the shortest fatigue life. The results indicate that the damage accumulation varies with loading sequence so that considering the loading sequence effect on the fatigue life prediction in the VAV case is very necessary.
[6]. Under a specific stress level the two-level data follows a pattern: taking the CAV results as reference, the data from the H-L case concentrates on the left side and that from the L-H case locates on the right side. In other words, at a given stress level the fatigue life under the L-H loading is always the longest, and the H-L loading sequence leads to the shortest fatigue life. The results indicate that the damage accumulation varies with loading sequence so that considering the loading sequence effect on the fatigue life prediction in the VAV case is very necessary. The tested damage fractions and the predicted damage accumulation curves are illustrated in Figure 6 . The damage fractions caused by the second loading block (n2/N2) are plotted against that caused by the first loading block (n1/N1). In the 647/517 MPa case, the LDR gives the same diagonal for both two loading sequences, which means the sum of damage caused by the two-level load equals 1. While the results from the other four models are a series of curves below the diagonal line in the L-H (517-647 MPa) case and above the diagonal line in the H-L (647-517 MPa) case. The results show that the effect of the loading sequence on the fatigue life is not considered in the LDR model but can The tested damage fractions and the predicted damage accumulation curves are illustrated in Figure 6 . The damage fractions caused by the second loading block (n 2 /N 2 ) are plotted against that caused by the first loading block (n 1 /N 1 ). In the 647/517 MPa case, the LDR gives the same diagonal for both two loading sequences, which means the sum of damage caused by the two-level load equals 1. While the results from the other four models are a series of curves below the diagonal line in the L-H (517-647 MPa) case and above the diagonal line in the H-L (647-517 MPa) case. The results show that the effect of the loading sequence on the fatigue life is not considered in the LDR model but can be considered in the other four models. The DLDR curves are actually composed of two sections representing the damage in the two fatigue phases which are very similar with the DCA. NLDR and NLCD exhibit the highest accuracies in the damage fraction prediction in this case. Similar results can be found in the 595/517 MPa case. The comparison between the experimental and the calculated results of n 2 /N 2 are shown in Figure 7 . The relative prediction errors are 92.2% (LDR), 56.9% (DLDR), 59.2% (DCA), 21.0% (NLDR), and 34.0% (NLCD), which further proves that NLDR and NLCD have better performances. It should be noticed that, to utilize the NLDR, the parameter x 1 /x 2 is calculated for every loading condition, which is 0.44 for H-L (647-517 MPa), 2.49 for L-H (517-647 MPa), 0.27 for H-L (595-517 MPa), and 1.48 for L-H (517-595 MPa). From this point of view, the NLCD is much easier to apply with acceptable sacrifices of precision. 
Two-Level Repeated Block Loading Test Results
The two-level repeated block loading tests with constant cyclic ratio of 1 and variable stress difference are conducted to discuss how the stress difference between loading levels affects the damage accumulation. The loads, the cycles per block, the numbers of blocks, and the experimental and predicted fatigue lives are listed in Table 3 . With the same higher stress level, the fatigue life hardly changes with stress difference. However, with a certain stress difference, the fatigue life increases when the higher stress level decreases. It reveals that the effect of stress difference on the fatigue life is very slight and the total life is dominated by the higher stress level. Table 3 . Test results under the two-level repeated loading with n L /n H = 1. To investigate the influence of cyclic ratio on the damage accumulation, VAV tests are carried out with the same stress difference (59 MPa) under different cyclic ratios (0.2, 1, 5, 10, and 20). The load information and the fatigue lives are listed in Table 4 . The loading cases can be classified into: (1) that dominated by the low-level stress (n L /n H > 1); (2) that with even distribution of the two-level stresses (n L /n H = 1); (3) that dominated by the high-level stress (n L /n H < 1). The comparison between the experimental results are shown in Figure 8 . When the low-level stress cycles are the majority, the fatigue life is the longest. Accordingly, under a certain number of loading cycles, the fatigue life increases with the increase of the low-level stress proportion, and vice versa. However, the growth rate of the fatigue life decreases with increasing low-level stress proportion, which means the increase of life would stop at some point no matter how the low-level stress cycle numbers increase further.
To investigate the influence of cyclic ratio on the damage accumulation, VAV tests are carried out with the same stress difference (59 MPa) under different cyclic ratios (0.2, 1, 5, 10, and 20) . The load information and the fatigue lives are listed in Table 4 . The loading cases can be classified into: (1) that dominated by the low-level stress (nL/nH > 1); (2) that with even distribution of the two-level stresses (nL/nH = 1); (3) that dominated by the high-level stress (nL/nH < 1). The comparison between the experimental results are shown in Figure 8 . When the low-level stress cycles are the majority, the fatigue life is the longest. Accordingly, under a certain number of loading cycles, the fatigue life increases with the increase of the low-level stress proportion, and vice versa. However, the growth rate of the fatigue life decreases with increasing low-level stress proportion, which means the increase of life would stop at some point no matter how the low-level stress cycle numbers increase further. Figure 9 illustrates the experiment data for the two-level repeated block loading case, in which the fractions of damage under the higher stress level, n H /N H , are plotted against that under the lower stress level, n L /N L . In Figure 9 , the LDR line is drawn for comparison. It can be seen that the damage fractions of the two-level repeated block loading cases (both the constant cyclic ratio and the constant stress difference cases) are distributed around the D = 1 line. The results indicate that the two-level repeated loading does not bring any apparent effects on the damage accumulation comparing with the one-way two-block loading cases. As discussed above, in the constant cyclic ratio cases, the damage accumulation is dominated by the higher stress level when the higher stress cycles and the lower stress cycles are similar. However, in the case of constant stress difference, the data distribution is more dispersedly throughout the range from 0 to 1. That is to say, when the cycle number of the higher load changes, the damage fractions change accordingly. The result further proves that the damage accumulation in the repeated block loading conditions strongly depends on the higher loading level. damage accumulation is dominated by the higher stress level when the higher stress cycles and the lower stress cycles are similar. However, in the case of constant stress difference, the data distribution is more dispersedly throughout the range from 0 to 1. That is to say, when the cycle number of the higher load changes, the damage fractions change accordingly. The result further proves that the damage accumulation in the repeated block loading conditions strongly depends on the higher loading level. In addition, the effects of cyclic ratio and stress difference on the fatigue life are also important. The sum of the cyclic ratio, Σ n/N, is introduced and the correlations between Σ n/N and loading variables (Δσ and nL/NL) are illustrated in Figure 10 . It can be seen the Σ n/N does not change very much when the stress difference increases. It means that the influence of stress difference on the fatigue life would be very slight as long as the stress difference was not big enough to cause the overload effect. It also can be found that the sum of the cyclic ratio increases with increasing proportion of the low-level load, which means that more cycles of the lower stress is able to extend the total fatigue life. In addition, the effects of cyclic ratio and stress difference on the fatigue life are also important. The sum of the cyclic ratio, Σ n/N, is introduced and the correlations between Σ n/N and loading variables (∆σ and n L /N L ) are illustrated in Figure 10 . It can be seen the Σ n/N does not change very much when the stress difference increases. It means that the influence of stress difference on the fatigue life would be very slight as long as the stress difference was not big enough to cause the over-load effect. It also can be found that the sum of the cyclic ratio increases with increasing proportion of the low-level load, which means that more cycles of the lower stress is able to extend the total fatigue life. Overall, the damage accumulation under VAV is a complicated process coupled with influences of loading factors, in particular the impact may be significant if the over-load effect is activated by an enough large stress difference. It has been well proved that the tensile over-load can decelerate the damage accumulation so as to extend the fatigue life, while the compressive over-load would have adverse effect on the fatigue life. If the stress difference is too small to cause the over-load effect, the fatigue life would depend on the higher load level. Additionally, the over-load effect not only relates to the stress difference but also depends on the cyclic ratio. If the cycles of the low-level loading are far more than the higher-level ones, the over-load effect would be significant when the low-level load is applied. On the other hand, the fatigue life would be directly under the high-level load control when the cyclic ratio is relatively small.
The cycle number per loading block may also have impacts on the fatigue life. In the case that the cycle number is relatively large in each block, the higher load and the lower load affect the fatigue life more like separately rather than in a correlated way, in which the over-load/under-load effects are very slight. However, when the cycle number per block is small or the load alternates with a high amplitude, the over-load or the under-load effects would affect the damage accumulation apparently so that the total life of the structure may be much different. Overall, the damage accumulation under VAV is a complicated process coupled with influences of loading factors, in particular the impact may be significant if the over-load effect is activated by an enough large stress difference. It has been well proved that the tensile over-load can decelerate the damage accumulation so as to extend the fatigue life, while the compressive over-load would have adverse effect on the fatigue life. If the stress difference is too small to cause the over-load effect, the fatigue life would depend on the higher load level. Additionally, the over-load effect not only relates to the stress difference but also depends on the cyclic ratio. If the cycles of the low-level loading are far more than the higher-level ones, the over-load effect would be significant when the low-level load is applied. On the other hand, the fatigue life would be directly under the high-level load control when the cyclic ratio is relatively small.
The cycle number per loading block may also have impacts on the fatigue life. In the case that the cycle number is relatively large in each block, the higher load and the lower load affect the fatigue life more like separately rather than in a correlated way, in which the over-load/under-load effects are very slight. However, when the cycle number per block is small or the load alternates with a high amplitude, the over-load or the under-load effects would affect the damage accumulation apparently so that the total life of the structure may be much different.
Conclusions
The effect of loading sequence on fatigue damage is significant in the one-way two-level loading cases. The damage accumulation rates under different loading sequences can be ranked as H-L > CAV > L-H, and the corresponding fatigue lives can be ranked reversely.
The stress difference between loading levels has very slight effect on damage accumulation. However, under a given stress difference, the fatigue life increases apparently with decreasing higher stress level.
The cyclic ratio of the two-level repeated block loading has considerable influence on damage accumulation. Under certain loading cycles, the increase of the low-level stress proportion can decrease the damage accumulation rate so as to result in a longer fatigue life. However, this beneficial effect weakens with increasing numbers of the low-level stress cycle and will stop at some point.
For the CAV case, the NLCD has the best agreement with the experimental data. For the one-way two-level loading case, the NLDR shows the best accuracy but is complicated to apply because the parameters vary with loading condition, while the NLCD has the best compromise between the computational cost and the predicting accuracy. In the two-level repeated loading condition, the predicting performances of the LDR, the DCA, and the NLCD are similar.
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